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a b s t r a c t

Porous nanocrystalline silicon (pnc-Si) is new type of silicon nanomaterial with potential uses in lab-on-
a-chip devices, cell culture, and tissue engineering. The pnc-Si material is a 15 nm thick, freestanding,
nanoporous membrane made with scalable silicon manufacturing. Because pnc-Si membranes are
approximately 1000 times thinner than any polymeric membrane, their permeability to small solutes is
orders-of-magnitude greater than conventional membranes. As cell culture substrates, pnc-Si
membranes can overcome the shortcomings of membranes used in commercial transwell devices and
enable new devices for the control of cellular microenvironments. The current study investigates the
feasibility of pnc-Si as a cell culture substrate by measuring cell adhesion, morphology, growth and
viability on pnc-Si compared to conventional culture substrates. Results for immortalized fibroblasts and
primary vascular endothelial cells are highly similar on pnc-Si, polystyrene and glass. Significantly, pnc-Si
dissolves in cell culture media over several days without cytotoxic effects and stability is tunable by
modifying the density of a superficial oxide. The results establish pnc-Si as a viable substrate for cell
culture and a degradable biomaterial. Pnc-Si membranes should find use in the study of molecular
transport through cell monolayers, in studies of cell-cell communication, and as biodegradable scaffolds
for three-dimensional tissue constructs.

� 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Nanoporous membranes are useful tools for cellular research.
They are typically used to create ‘transwell’ devices to separate
culture chambers into upper and lower compartments. By growing
different cell types in each chamber, scientists maintain physical
separation of the cells while allowing soluble factors to pass
between chambers. Such arrangements are useful in the study of
cell-cell communication [1,2] and for cultures where the growth of
one cell type is dependent or enhanced by factors secreted from
a second cell type [3,4]. The permeability of confluent cell mono-
layers to soluble factors is also studied using transwell devices [5].
For example, the ability of small molecules to pass culture models
of the intestinal lining is one important indicator of the efficacy of
drug candidates [6]. The membranes used in transwells are

typically ‘track-etched’ membranes created by bombarding sheets
of dense polycarbonate (PC) or polyester-sulfone (PES) with sub-
atomic particles to fracture the polymer backbone. Chemical
etching is then used to open up holes along fracture paths until
pores are about 450 nm in diameter. This pore dimension prevents
cells from migrating through the membranes but allows the free
passage of soluble factors between compartments. Although pores
can vary in shape through the w 10 um thickness of the track-
etched (TE) membranes, they are relatively monodisperse except
where pore overlap occurs [7].

Porous nanocrystalline silicon (pnc-Si) is a recently discovered
membrane material [8] with many potential applications in
biotechnology, including cell culture. The striking structural char-
acteristic of pnc-Si that distinguishes it from all commercial
membrane materials is its molecular thinness. Originally described
as a 15 nm thick porous membrane [8], pnc-Si membranes have
now been made with thicknesses ranging from 10 nm and 50 nm.
Because the resistance to transport scales directly with membrane
thickness, the fact that pnc-Si membranes arew 1000 thinner than
commercial membranes implies permeabilities that are orders of
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magnitude higher. This expectation has now been confirmed
experimentally for both diffusion [9] and convection [10] through
pnc-Si. The pores in pnc-Si are created by inducing silicon crystal
growth in an amorphous silicon layer and the temperature used to
induce crystal growth determines the pore size distribution.
Average pore sizes are tunable between 3 nm and 80 nm by
adjusting the temperature of anneal and porosities can be as high as
15%. The membranes are made with inexpensive and scalable
silicon manufacturing processes and allow for a variety of planar
shapes and dimensions to be created. Macroscopic dimensions of
freestanding membrane can withstand practical laboratory pres-
sures without rupture.

Given the molecular thinness and high permeability of pnc-Si,
we anticipate that the material will have value as a membrane
material for cell culture. If a variety of cell types can be grown on
pnc-Si, then co-culture devices could be created with pnc-Si
membranes in which cells are physically separated by as little as
10 nm by a highly permeable barrier. Cell-cell signaling could be
more robust under these conditions, particularly if mediated by low
abundance molecules that are diluted or adsorbed using standard
transwell materials and procedures. If pnc-Si is biodegradable, it
could be used as a permeable template to seed different cell types
and create stratified tissues in vitro without any intervening
membrane or embeddingmaterial. Monolayer permeability studies
might be done on pnc-Si with the advantage that the underlying
membrane is orders of magnitude more permeable than commer-
cial membranes and therefore less likely to contribute a resistance
that can mask fast cellular transport processes. Another intriguing
possibility is that the planar silicon format will allow for new
devices that combine highly permeable membranes with micro-
fluidics to enable time resolved studies of cellular responses to
soluble factors delivered with precise temporal and spatial control.

To lay the foundation for these and other cellular applications,
we must first address basic questions about the biocompatibility
and biodegradation of pnc-Si. Because the outermost layer of pnc-Si
is a glass-like w 1 nm native silicon oxide that grows within hours
after exposure to atmosphere [11], we hypothesized that pnc-Si will
be as viable for cell culture as glass coverslips which are used
routinely to grow cells for microscopic observations. We tested this
hypothesis by quantifying the adhesion, growth and viability of
both a robust immortalized cell line of mouse fibroblasts (3T3-L1)
and a more environmentally sensitive primary culture of human
umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVEC) on pnc-Si, tissue culture
plastic and glass. Given the chemical similarity of pnc-Si and porous
silicon (PSi), we anticipated that pnc-Si would degrade in physio-
logic buffers in a non-toxic manner [12e14] and thus we also
investigated pnc-Si dissolution behavior in cell culture media. The
ability to control such degradation through surface modifications is
important to opening the full range of possible applications of pnc-
Si to cell culture. Other exciting applications of pnc-Si as a bioma-
terial include the potential to co-culture cells across an extremely
thin porous membrane and the ability to use phase or fluorescence
microscopy to monitor cellular signals through the transparent
pnc-Si membrane. The feasibility of these potential applications
was testedwith pnc-Si and two populations of fluorescently-tagged
white blood cells.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM), 0.25% Trypsin-EDTA, Fetal
Bovine Serum (FBS), penicillin/streptomycin, glutamine, CellTracker Green 5-
chloromethylfluorescein diacetate (CMFDA) and the Live/Dead Viability/Cyto-
toxicity Kit were purchased from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA USA). Cloning rings
(6.4 mm inner diameter x 8 mm height) and poly-L-lysine (PLL) for cell culture

were purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO USA). Methanol (MeOH), ethanol
(EtOH), 22 mm2 glass cover slips and all tissue culture-treated polystyrene (TCPS)
were purchased from VWR.

2.2. Cell culture

Cell studies were performed with HUVEC (Microbiology & Immunology Lab,
University of Rochester Medical Center, Rochester, NY, USA) and mouse embryo
fibroblasts (3T3-L1, ATCC, Rockville, MD, USA). These cells were cultured at 37 �C in
a 5% CO2, 90% humidified atmosphere. HUVEC were grown in EGM (Lonza) with 2%
L-glutamine, 1% penicillin/ streptomycin and 10% FBS, and 3T3-L1 were grown in
DMEM with antibiotics and serum. Media was changed every other day. Cells were
harvested after reaching 70e80% confluence by trypsinization with 0.25% trypsin-
EDTA and subsequently seeded at appropriate densities. HUVEC and 3T3-L1 were
used between passages 4e8 and 17e25, respectively.

2.3. Pnc-Si fabrication

Pnc-Si membranes were fabricated using standard semiconductor processes,
as recently described [8]. Thermal oxide (1000 Å) was grown on both sides of
a (100) n-type silicon wafer. The backside of the wafer was patterned using
photolithography in order to form an etch mask for the membranes. During
lithography, the frontside oxide was removed. A 3-layer film stack consisting of
silicon dioxide (20 nm)/amorphous silicon (15 nm)/silicon dioxide (20 nm) was
then deposited onto the bare silicon wafer by RF magnetron sputtering (ATC-
2000V, AJA International, N. Scituate, MA). A Surface Science Integration (Solaris
150) Rapid Thermal Processing (RTP) system (El Mirage, AZ) was used to anneal
the film stack to 1000 �C for 60 s and transform the amorphous silicon to a nano-
crystalline state. The membrane was exposed by removing the bulk silicon using
the preferential silicon etchant ethylenediamine pyrocatechol (EDP). Due to its
high silicon to oxide etch selectivity, the EDP etch terminated at the first protective
oxide layer in the membrane film stack. Finally, the protective oxide layers were
etched with buffered oxide etchant (BOE), thus releasing the pnc-Si membrane.
The mask was designed to yield approximately 80 samples per silicon wafer. Each
sample contained two 2000�100 mm slits with freely suspended 15 nm thick pnc-
Si membranes (Fig. 1).

2.4. Post-production thermal processing

Unless otherwise noted, pnc-Si samples underwent an additional post-
production thermal processing step in the RTP unit before use in cell culture.
Samples were placed on a silicon carbide-coated graphite susceptor and exposed to
Argon gas. The temperature was increased at 10 �C/s to a steady state of 800 �C.
Samples were maintained at 800 �C for 5 minutes, cooled to 25 �C and used without
further processing.

2.5. Pnc-Si membrane stability in cell culture media

Pnc-Si membrane stability and chip discoloration were monitored for 7 days. To
measure membrane stability, polystyrene cloning rings were attached to the
membrane side of pnc-Si chips using silicone vacuum grease. The rings were then
filled with DMEM culture media containing 15 mm polystyrene beads (FS07F, Bangs
Laboratories). In this way, the cloning rings prevented polystyrene beads from
rolling off the chips when culture dishes were moved. After allowing the beads to
settle forw 20 minutes, images were captured for over 30 hours at 25 �C to monitor
membrane integrity via time-lapse phase contrast microscopy. Microscopy was
performed with a 10X objective on a Nikon Eclipse TS-100F inverted microscope
equipped with Cooke SensiCam cooled CCD camera.

To measure discoloration, pnc-Si samples were sterilized with MeOH and then
incubated in serum-supplemented DMEM under cell culture (37 �C, 5% CO2, 90%
humidity) conditions or at room temperature. Once a day, samples were removed
from the incubator, rinsed in DIH2O and 70% EtOH, imaged with a Canon Powershot
A650IS 12.1 megapixel digital camera, sterilized in MeOH and returned to culture
plates. To investigate whether cells affected discoloration and membrane stability,
3T3-L1 cells were seeded directly into wells with pnc-Si samples.

2.6. Cell adhesion

HUVEC and 3T3-L1 were separately seeded within cloning rings on one of five
substrates in 6-well plates: PLL-coated tissue culture polystyrene, tissue culture
polystyrene, glass cover slips, Teflon-fluorinated ethylene propylene (Integument
Technologies, Inc., Tonawanda, NY) or pnc-Si. After seeding, cells were incubated for
5 hours in serum-supplemented media to allow attachment and then stained with
CMFDA. In detail, substrates were gently rinsed in PBS to remove non-adhered cells,
and the media was replaced with 6 mM CMFDA in serum-free media. After
45 minutes at 37 �C, CMFDA solution was replaced with serum-free media, and cells
were incubated for another 30 minutes. Images were captured at multiple locations
on each substrate with the Nikon/Cooke system described above. Microscope
control and image acquisition was achieved with customized MATLAB scripts. Cells
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were counted with a MATLAB script (Supplementary Methods), and the percent
adhesion was determined by comparing the MATLAB-counted cell density to the
original seeding density.

2.7. Cell spreading

To measure cell spreading, HUVEC and 3T3-L1 cells were seeded inside cloning
rings and onto either glass cover slips or pnc-Si samples. An open perfusion
microincubator (Harvard Apparatus) was used tomaintain cells at 37 �C andmineral
oil was floated on top of the media to minimize evaporation. To account for lower
ambient CO2 concentrations, L15 media with 10% FBS was added (1:1, v/v) to normal
cell media. Cell attachment and spreading was monitored over 5 hours by acquiring
images via time lapse phase contrast imaging on the Nikon/Cooke system described
above.

2.8. Cell growth kinetics

For growth kinetics experiments, HUVEC and 3T3-L1 cells were first grown to
70e80% confluence in media with or without serum. Cells were then seeded onto
tissue culture polystyrene, glass or pnc-Si at low densities. To control the culture
area between polystyrene, glass and pnc-Si, cloning rings were attached via vacuum
grease to these substrates. Cell proliferation in media with or without serum was
monitored over 4e5 days by staining cells with CMFDA and counting stained cells
with MATLAB. Multiple images were taken with the Nikon microscope, and cell
densities were obtained for each substrate on each day. At least three trials with
triplicate measurements were carried out for each study. The data was graphed
according to exponential growth kinetics

N
N0

¼ ert

where N/N0 is the cell density normalized to the cell density on the first day, r is the
per capita growth rate (slope of semilog plot) and t is time.

2.9. Cell viability

For cell viability experiments, HUVEC and 3T3-L1 were seeded onto glass cover
slips or pnc-Si samples, and the culture area was constrained by cloning rings. After
incubation in serum-supplemented media for 2 days, the Live/Dead Cytotoxicity
Assaywas used to stain cells. In detail, growthmediawas replacedwith 2 mM calcein
AM and 4 mM EthD-1 in PBS. Cells were stained in this solution for 45 minutes at
25 �C and subsequently imaged with the Nikon microscope. After imaging, a control
experiment was conducted by adding 70% EtOH to cells for two hours and then
repeating the live/dead assay.

2.10. Co-culture illustration

Human neutrophils were isolated from heparin-treated whole human blood
[15] and then labeled for surface adhesion molecule L-selectin with either green
AlexaFluor 488 (Invitrogen-Molecular Probes, Carlsbad, CA USA) or red AlexaFluor
546 tagged antibodies. Cells labeled with green fluorescent antibody were allowed

to settle and adhere to the bottom surface of the pnc-Si membrane for 15 minutes in
HBSS with 10 mM HEPES and 1% FBS. The pnc-Si sample was then flipped and placed
into a microscope slide chamber. Cells labeled with red fluorescent antibody were
plated on the top surface of pnc-Si. Using a Zeiss Axiovert 200 M epi-fluorescent
microscope, z-axis slices were taken in differential interference contrast (DIC) and
fluorescent channels at �4, 0 and þ4 mm, where 0 mmwas the estimated membrane
focal plane. DIC was used as a higher resolution alternative to phase-contrast
microscopy.

2.11. Data analysis

Data was reported as the mean þ/� standard error. All post-acquisition image
processing (overlays, pseudocolor) was conducted with ImageJ. Statistical analysis
was performed using SPSS software (SPSS, Inc. Chicago, IL USA). For ANOVA, either
a KruskaleWallis or Dunn’s post-hoc analysis was performed. For all tests, signifi-
cance was determined to be p< 0.05.

3. Results

3.1. Cell adhesion and spreading

As a prerequisite for the growth of many cell types in vitro,
a surface must support cell adhesion and spreading [16e18]. Thus
we began our investigation of the use of pnc-Si as a cell culture
substrate by comparing the adhesion of immortalized 3T3-L1
fibroblasts and primary endothelial cells (HUVEC) on pnc-Si, tissue
culture plastic, and glass. Cells were plated on these surfaces at low
density and allowed to attach for five hours. The surfaces were then
washed to remove loosely bound cells and the remaining cells were
stainedwith the live cell stain CMFDA and counted via custom-built
MATLAB-based scripts. For pnc-Si, counts were acquired from both
supported and free-standing pnc-Si membrane areas since the
surface properties of these areas are identical. Cell adhesion values
were normalized to the original cell seeding density. We found
there was no significant difference between HUVEC (50.45� 5.70%,
64.27�1.26%, 65.97�10.93%) or 3T3-L1 (65.14�7.57%,
65.78� 4.39%, 74.53� 9.04%) adhesion to pnc-Si, glass and tissue
culture plastic, respectively (Fig. 2). Poly-L-lysine (PLL)-coated
tissue culture plastic was included as a positive control [19,20] and
showed high cell adhesion (80.51�6.32% for HUVEC, 92.31�3.48%
for 3T3-L1). Teflon surfaces served as negative controls and
exhibited very low cell adhesion values (17.72� 2.12% for HUVEC,
32.53� 3.04% for 3T3-L1). Anchorage-dependent cells adhere
optimally onwettable surfaces like tissue culture polystyrene, glass

Fig. 1. Structure of pnc-Si Chips. A) Photolithographically patterned silicon wafer designed to yield approximately 80 samples, some of which are missing from this wafer. B) Each
sample contains 2 approximately 2 mm� 100 mm slits with freely suspended 15 nm thin pnc-Si membranes. C) Cross sectional schematic diagram of the chip showing the 15 nm
pnc-Si layer and the 20 nm sputter-deposited thermal silicon dioxide on the silicon wafer.
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and polycarbonate [21], whereas Teflon is a hydrophobic substrate
with low cell adhesion strengths [16]. The 3T3-L1 fibroblasts
adhered more readily on all tested surfaces indicating these
immortalized cells are more robust in culture than primary endo-
thelial cells.

Since pnc-Si membranes are optically transparent, wewere able
to monitor cell spreading by time-lapse phase contrast microscopy
and compare to spreading on glass coverslips (Fig. 3). Over 5 hours,
3T3-L1 and HUVEC spread on both glass and pnc-Si. Inspections
within 5e10 minutes after plating (labeled 0 hours) found that both
cell types had settled but not yet spread over the surface. Over the
next 2 hours, cells adhered and began spreading across the
substrates. After 5 hours, the elongated, fibroblast-like morphology
of 3T3-L1 was evident on pnc-Si as was the cobblestone
morphology typical of HUVEC [22]. Glass and pnc-Si appeared to
give very similar time scales for spreading. Time-lapse phase
contrast movies of 3T3-L1 and HUVEC spreading across glass and
pnc-Si are available as supplementary data (Supplementary Movies
1e4).

3.2. Cell proliferation and viability

We quantified cell proliferation on pnc-Si and control surfaces
by determining per capita growth rates from images of cultures
grownover 4e5 days [23]. Growth in serum-freemediawas used as
a negative control to show that the assay was sensitive to less
favorable growth conditions when they existed. Our results (Fig. 4)
indicate that HUVEC proliferate faster on pnc-Si (per capita growth
rate: 0.0296� 0.0055 divisions/cell-hour) than on glass

(0.0198� 0.0024 divisions/cell-hour) and tissue culture poly-
styrene (0.0223� 0.0036 divisions/cell-hour). 3T3-L1 cells showed
statistically similar per capita growth rates on pnc-Si, glass
and tissue culture plastic (0.0302� 0.0066, 0.0318� 0.0077,
0.0365� 0.0051 divisions/cell-hour, respectively). These values
correspond to approximately 1 cell division per day for both HUVEC
and 3T3-L1 on pnc-Si, which agrees with our prior work [23]
examining 3T3-L1 proliferation on glass.

Cell viability on glass and pnc-Si was quantified by staining cells
with live/dead fluorescent dyes and directly counting live and dead
cells in fluorescent images. A microscopy-based cell viability assay
was chosen because colorimetric cell viability assays based on
redox reactions (e.g., Alamar Blue, MTTand XTT) give false positives
on silicon substrates that also reduce the active compound. We
confirmed that this problem, originally documented for porous
silicon [14], also occurred with pnc-Si (data not shown). A
microscopy-based viability assay showed that after 2 days of
culture, both 3T3-L1 and HUVEC were nearly 100% viable on glass
and pnc-Si (Fig. 5), and the cell morphologies were normal. As
a control, cells were intentionally killed with EtOH to confirm that
the assay reported only dead (red) signal.

3.3. Similarity to glass

Oxidation of silicon surfaces occurs within hours of exposure to
atmospheric oxygen [11], thus the outer 1e2 nm of all pnc-Si chips
used in our studies were assumed to be silicon dioxide or glass.
Given that cells and media components interact directly with the
SiO2 coating, we anticipated that cellular behavior on pnc-Si would
be quantitatively similar to glass. Indeed we found that cell adhe-
sion, spreading, growth and viability were generally indistin-
guishable between pnc-Si and glass substrates. The data suggest
that HUVEC adhesionwas slightly lower on pnc-Si than glass, while
HUVEC per capita growth rates were slightly higher. A more
detailed study is needed to explore these differences, however it is
possible that HUVEC were sensitive to the nanoporous surface of
pnc-Si since nanoscale topographies have been shown to affect cell
behavior [12,24e27]. Immortalized 3T3-L1 cells should be less
sensitive to culture conditions than primary HUVEC, and indeed the
growth and adhesion of 3T3-L1 were statistically indistinguishable
on glass, pnc-Si or tissue culture plastic. Pnc-Si is also similar to
glass in that it is optically transparent and permits fluorescence
imaging without interference from autofluorescence, which occurs
with most plastics. The low background in Fig. 5 in both red (Ex/
Em¼ 528/617 nm) and green (Ex/Em¼ 494/517) imaging channels
clearly demonstrates the lack of pnc-Si autofluorescence.

3.4. Pnc-Si dissolution in cell culture media

Porous silicon films dissolve in physiological media to produce
soluble silicic acid compounds [12e14], and pnc-Si membranes
exhibited the same chemical instability in cell culture media.
Deterioration of the membrane manifested as a change in chip
color because dissolution of the silicon layers altered the optical
interference experienced by reflected light. The color progression
(bottom panels, Fig. 6) was from dark blue before exposure to
culture media, to purple-pink, yellow-gold, and finally silver when
the underlying crystalline silicon wafer was fully exposed. We
verified that these color changes correlated with membrane
stability using a microparticle assay. In this assay, 15 mm poly-
styrene beads were deposited atop the transparent pnc-Si
membranes so that their integrity could be monitored over time in
a phase contrast microscope. The suspended microparticles fell out
of the focal plane after 12e13 hours in serum-supplemented
DMEM at room temperature, (Fig. 6 top panels; Supplemental

Fig. 2. Cell adhesion on pnc-Si and common substrates. Percent adhesion of HUVEC
(A) and 3T3-L1 (B) cells on pnc-Si, glass and tissue culture polystyrene after 5 hours of
cell culture. Teflon and PLL-coated glass were included as negative and positive
controls, respectively. (n>¼ 3 with triplicate measurements). One-way ANOVA found
differences in attachment of 3T3-L1/HUVEC to pnc-Si, glass, and plastic to be insig-
nificant (P> 0.05). Significant differences were observed for the control experiments.
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Movie 5). Pnc-Si chip color was followed simultaneously with
membrane breakage and revealed that membrane breakage
occurred as the chip started to discolor from blue to purple (Fig. 6
bottom panels). These studies establish that chip discoloration
can be used as an indirect measure of membrane integrity.

To enable the cell culture studies described above, we needed to
extend the stability of pnc-Si in cell culture media by several days.
We hypothesized that heating membranes to high temperatures
prior to their introduction to culture media would densify the thin
native oxide and make the membranes more resistant to chemical
attack. Oxide layers have been shown to enhance the chemical
stability of porous silicon [14] and our own experiments found that
the thick (20 nm) protective oxides present on membranes during
production make membranes resistant to degradation. To densify
the native oxide, chips were heated to 800 �C for 5 minutes using
the same RTP unit used to induce crystals and pores in amorphous
silicon. Because the treated membranes were previously crystal-
lized at 1000 �C, we expected that a post-production thermal
treatment at 800 �Cwould not change themembrane structure.We
verified this by analyzing the pore size distributions in electron
micrographs of membranes before and after post-production RTP
treatments and found no significant changes in pore sizes or
porosity (Fig. S1).

After post-production thermal treatment, pnc-Si membranes
resisted discoloration for roughly 4 days in culture media at 37 �C,
while untreated membranes showed signs of discoloration within
a day under the same conditions (Fig. 7). Interestingly, the addition
of cells to pnc-Si membranes appeared to accelerate the onset of
discoloration so that it occurred within 3 days. This observation
suggests that pH or other chemical microenvironments created by

growing cells can catalyze pnc-Si dissolution. Noting that pnc-Si
membranes likely began to dissolve during the last day of our 4 day
cell growth studies, we reanalyzed the growth data to calculate
a separate per capita growth rate for the first two and second two
days of culture. HUVEC and 3T3-L1 cell counts were normalized to
the initial cell seeding density to determine the rate for the first 2
days (HUVEC: 0.0344� 0.0117 divisions/cell-hour, 3T3-L1:
0.0314� 0.0007 divisions/cell-hour). Cell counts over the next two
days were then determined and normalized to the density on the
third day to determine the later growth rates (HUVEC:
0.0269� 0.0073 divisions/cell-hour, 3T3-L1: 0.02718� 0.0042
divisions/cell-hour). The growth rates calculated for the two
periods were not statistically different for either cell type (p< 0.05),
although there appeared to be a trend toward slower growth rates.
Given that the cells were increasingly crowded during these growth
studies, growth rates were expected to slow from contact inhibi-
tion. Still, our analysis allows us to conclude that the values
reported above for per capita growth rates were not significantly
impacted by the early stages of membrane dissolution.

3.5. Potential for co-culture applications

To illustrate the potential of pnc-Si in co-culture applications,
we imaged different cell populations adhered to either side of the
15 nm thick pnc-Si membrane (Fig. 8). To create distinct cell pop-
ulations, a preparation of purified human neutrophils was divided
into two pools and labeled with distinct fluorescent antibodies to
the abundant surface receptor L-selectin [28]. As we had found
previously with glass [28], many neutrophils adhered to pnc-Si
after 15 minutes of incubation in 1% FBS. Thus, after allowing ‘red’

Fig. 3. Cell Spreading on pnc-Si. Phase contrast images captured from time-lapse movies of 3T3-L1 (top 2 rows) and HUVEC (bottom 2 rows) on glass and pnc-Si over 5 hours. Both
cell types adhered and proliferated equally well on pnc-Si and glass. Cell morphology was also normal. The 100 mm scale bar applies to all images.
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labeled neutrophils to settle and adhere on one side of the
membrane, we were able to flip over the chip to allow ‘green’
neutrophils to adhere to the opposite side. Although no optical
microscope can resolve the 15 nm membrane separating the two
populations, the optical sections spaced at 4 mm in Fig. 8 clearly
showed a progression where the green neutrophils were in focus
beneath the membrane and the red cells were in focus above the
membrane. Most significantly, the membrane itself was not visible
in this sequence either as a physical structure separating the two
neutrophil populations beyond their w 8 mm diameters [28] or as
an optically visible structure that absorbs or fluoresces light in
detectable quantities.

4. Discussion

Silicon has been of significant interest as a biomaterial due to its
simple and scalable manufacturing, its ease of structural and
chemical modification, and its potential for integration into elec-
tromechanical devices and systems [29e31]. Nanostructured
materials are also of interest in biology and medicine given their
potential for novel properties and applications. Here we examined
the potential of a recently discovered silicon nanomaterial, porous
nanocrystalline silicon (pnc-Si), to function as a cellular substrate.
In quantitative studies of cellular adhesion, growth, and viability,
we found that pnc-Si compared favorably to tissue culture plastic

and glass. Similar results were found for both primary endothelial
cells (HUVEC) and immortalized fibroblasts (3T3-L1). Given that
silicon surfaces readily oxidize when exposed to atmospheric
oxygen, the finding that cells interact with pnc-Si in a manner
similar to glass was anticipated.

The use of silicon as a cell culture substrate has been investi-
gated before, most often in the form of porous silicon (PSi). Cell
culture has also been investigated on non-porous single crystalline
silicon, silicon nitride and silicon carbide substrates [24,30,32e34].
Collectively, these prior studies have examined a wide range of cell
types on silicon-based substrates and found no overt toxicity to
cultures, although the ability of cells to adhere to silicon substrates
varies with both cell type and surface chemistry [35,36]. Even silicic
acid, which is produced when PSi naturally dissolves in biological
buffers like cell culture media [12], has been found to be non-toxic
at the doses experienced in cell culture on PSi [14,31,37e39].

Pnc-Si should not be confused with PSi, which is created by
electrochemically etching thick wafers (50e400 mm) of single
crystal silicon [40] rather than sputter deposition and annealing to
create a nanocrystalline thin film. However because pnc-Si and PSi
are chemically similar, it is not surprising that both forms of silicon
promote favorable cell adhesion, growth and viability. Also like PSi,
pnc-Si was found to dissolve in culture media in a manner that is
not harmful to cells. Following procedures published by Low et al.
[38], we performed an ammonium molybdate colorimetric assay
and detected silicic acid in culture media after incubationwith pnc-
Si (not shown). However, it was difficult to rule out the possibility
that the silicic acid originated from the Si support structure rather
than the 15 nm-thick pnc-Si layer. Thus while we suspect pnc-Si
dissolves into silicic acid in a manner similar to PSi, definitive
evidence has been elusive. Importantly, the rate of substrate
degradation appears to be controlled by the density of a native
surface oxide since post-production annealing (w800 �C) of pnc-Si
membranes extended stability in culture media from w1 to w4
days. The biodegradation rate of pnc-Si will need to be slowed
further for some long-term cell culture applications, but short-term
experiments are immediately possible. Biodegradation also creates
an opportunity to create stratified tissue in vitro by culturing
different cell types on either side of pnc-Si membranes and
allowing the two populations to conjoin as the membrane
dissolves.

Pnc-Si membranes may provide benefits as replacements for
nanoporous polymeric membranes currently used for two major
types of cell culture applications. In one type of application, poly-
meric membranes are used as semi-permeable substrates in assays
of monolayer barrier function. In these studies, cells are grown to
confluence on a 10 mm thick track-etched polymeric membrane
(typically polycarbonate or polyester) suspended within a culture
dish to create a ‘transwell’ device with upper and lower chambers.
The ability of cell monolayers to regulate transport between
chambers is determined with electrical resistance measurements
[41,42] or by measuring the flux of small, labeled molecules [43].
For accurate measurement of barrier function, the membrane filter
that separates the two chambers must offer significantly less
resistance to transport than the confluent cell monolayer [5]. So the
high permeability of pnc-Si could provide for more accurate
measurements in these systems or enable new measurements in
cases where monolayer resistances are low.

In the second application of transwell devices, filters are used to
physically separate different cell types. Such arrangements are
employed in the study of cell-cell communication [1,2], for three-
dimensional tissue models [44] and in the creation of bioreactors
requiring ‘feeder’ cells to support the growth of a dependent cell
type [3,4]. Cellecell communication studies often find that cells
separated by transwell filters do not display the signaling that

Fig. 4. Cell Growth on pnc-Si and common substrates. Per capita growth rate (number
of cell divisions per cell per hour) of HUVEC (A) and 3T3-L1 (B) on glass, pnc-Si and
tissue culture polystyrene over 5 days. Serum starved cells were used as a control and
showed low per capita growth in both cell types. Per capita growth rates of 3T3-L1 on
all 3 substrates were not significantly different (p> 0.05). Per capita growth of HUVEC
on pnc-Si was significantly greater than on glass and plastic.
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occurs in vivo, while cells plated on the same surface do [45e48].
Such results could indicate that physical contact between the two
cell types is necessary to reconstitute communication, but theymay
also be due to the loss of signaling molecules to polymeric

membrane filters [21]. Indeed cell-cell communication in vivo is
often mediated by secreted soluble factors that diffuse freely over
distances less than 100 nm [21,49], and so the commercial trans-
well device is a poor mimic of in vivo anatomy. Pnc-Si provides an

Fig. 5. Cell viability on pnc-Si and glass. 3T3-L1 and HUVEC viability on glass and pnc-Si after 2 days in vitro, as measured by the Live/Dead Cell Viability Assay (Invitrogen). Robust
green fluorescence showed nearly 100% viability of both 3T3-L1 and HUVEC after 2 days. After 2 hours in 70% EtOH (positive control to kill cells), both cell types stained red by EthD-
1, the dead cell stain.

Fig. 6. Correlation between pnc-Si membrane integrity and chip discoloration. Membranes were incubated for over 30 hours in serum-supplemented DMEM at 25 �C. Top panels:
15 mm polystyrene beads settled on pnc-Si and were located via phase microscopy. At w12 hours, the pnc-Si membrane broke and the polystyrene beads fell out of the focal plane.
Bottom panels: pnc-Si chip discoloration showed a change in color from bright blue to gold over 30 hours. The initial transition from blue to purple closely matched the time point
of membrane breakage.
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opportunity to create highly permeable transwells that separate
cells by as little as 10 nm from each other, roughly the same
thickness as cell membranes.

In addition to the potential benefits of pnc-Si as a replacement
for polymermembranes in transwell devices, the silicon fabrication
platform provides unique opportunities for cellular studies
requiring the miniaturization of membranes. For example, arrays of
pnc-Si membranes could be readily patterned to align with the
wells of multiwell plates that are used for high throughput

screening. Such arrays could be used to create high-density drug
permeability screens with cell monolayers, or to physically isolate
cells for single cell analysis while allowing them to communicate
through soluble factors that pass through the membranes. The chip
geometry and silicon framework of pnc-Si should allow pnc-Si
membranes to serve as membrane modules in microfluidic systems
since they can be readily bonded to channels made of glass, silicon
or PDMS using standard techniques. In such devices, the high
permeability of pnc-Si would enable the rapid delivery of test

Fig. 7. Effect of post-production thermal processing on membrane stability. Treated membranes were heated for 5 minutes at 800 �C before being exposed to serum-supplemented
DMEM. Without post-production annealing, pnc-Si samples discolored from blue to gold within 1 day (top). RTP delayed discoloration by at least 4 days, with discoloration noted
after w 7 days (middle). The presence of cells (3T3-L1) along with pnc-Si increased the rate discoloration, such that the color change from blue to gold occurred between three and
four days (bottom).

Fig. 8. Co-culture demonstration. Ultrathin pnc-Si membranes are suitable for cellular co-culture and transparent for fluorescence microscopy. (A) Schematic of experiment.
Spherical human neutrophils were stained with either a green fluorescence label AlexaFluor 488 anti-CD62L or a red fluorescence label AlexaFluor 546 anti-CD62L and attached to
either side of a pnc-Si Membrane. (B) Differential interference contrast (DIC; left panels) and wide-field fluorescent (right panels) images were captured at �4, 0 and þ4 mm, where
0 was estimated to be the membrane focal plane. Green cells on the bottom of the membrane are in focus at �4 mm (single green arrow) and red cells on the top of the membrane
are in focus at þ4 mm (double red arrows).
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compounds to cells through a membrane substrate, while the
transparency of pnc-Si allows the monitoring of cellular responses
using fluorescence and other forms of cellular microscopy.

5. Conclusions

This work establishes the feasibility of a nanoporous and
ultrathin material, pnc-Si, to serve as a cell culture substrate. The
adhesion, spreading, growth kinetics and viability of both an
immortalized 3T3-L1 and primary HUVEC compared favorably to
standard cell culture substrates by each of these metrics. Visual
color changes on pnc-Si were directly correlated to nanoporous
membrane stability and its biodegradation in vitro. Pnc-Si biodeg-
radation exerted no cytotoxic effects and was controllable by
thermally processing samples after their manufacture. Given the
extraordinary permeability, molecular thinness, and transparency
of pnc-Si, the material should have benefits for transwell devices
used to assess transport across cell monolayers or for the estab-
lishment of cellular co-cultures. The silicon platform also opens up
new avenues for devices requiring the miniaturization and inte-
gration of membranes into fluidic systems.
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